Noha Ramadan (they/her, b. 1979)
Noha is an Egyptian-Australian artist living in Amsterdam. Their work starts with the body and
manifests as text, performance and moving image, often with a clear drive to destabilise formal
logic and allow subjects to appear as suggestive and poetic traits.
Their performances have incorporated distinctly imagistic and filmic ways of working with gesture,
projection and sound, and often induce a sense of navigating through large scale fantasy spaces.
Noha is inspired by open and improvisational forms which privilege emergence, play and sensation
over semiotics, as well as in the potential of working in close proximity with others. Her current
body of work ‘all our weapons’ is a long-term research into power and ritual within artistic
communities. They co-founded Jacuzzi, an artist-run space at the crossroads of performance,
visual arts in Amsterdam. They graduated from Das Choreography in 2017 and teach at the School
for New Dance Development and the Gerrit Rietveld Academy, Amsterdam.

Selected Performances & Exhibitions (n.b. a complete CV is included separately)
_dream_sequence.part (2021)
3-channel video installation, Pictura Groningen
Within the upcoming group exhibition “What do you think an aquarium made for, is it just a
container for the soul?”
Curated by Het Resort
http://www.hetresort.nl/s04e01.html
_Body (ROLL) (2019)
Performance, Lost and Found, rituals edition, de Waag, Amsterdam
Curated by Astrit Ismaili and Julia van Mourik.
Developed at the Interdisciplinary Lab, University of Amsterdam
https://lost.nl/en/events/2019-04-19-rituals
_Body Drop (2019)
“The Material and Political gestures of DJ’ing and dancing”
Curated by Noha Ramadan and Elisa Zuppini
In collaboration with ICK Amsterdam and Amsterdam Dance Event
https://www.facebook.com/events/664368897390502
_Untitled Reaper (2019)
Performance, Come Together Festival of performance
Frascati, Amsterdam 2019
Developed at wpZimmer, Antwerp.
_Paratactical (2018)
Live video performance, de Melkweg
Julidans Festival
_Cassini & Other Minor Gods (2017)
12-page booklet, writings and drawings, self-published
_Charisma (2017)
Web series (development)
dir. Wojciech Kosma and Sarah Harrison
In partnership with the Berlin Volksbühne
_Haptic Technology (2016)
Performance and workshop within group exhibition “NO PLAY”
Neue Gesellschaft für bildende kunst, Berlin
Curated by Clara López Menéndez
Narrative CV
Noha's work is diverse, driven by interests in text, movement and formal experimentation, always
searching for the collapse and reconfiguration of meanings across multiple spaces/elements. Their
practice is studio-based and explores concepts in different formats (physical, performative,
written and video). She holds a BA in Music (University of Sydney) and Choreography (SNDO,
Amsterdam) and MA in Choreography (DAS). She has developed solo projects in Berlin, Amsterdam
and Sydney, and in collaboration with artists i.e. Lea Martini, Matthew Day and S.M Snider, and
presented her work in festivals and venues in Europe and Australia. Her recent work includes the
stage pieces Paratactical (2017); Los Angeles (2015); Deeply, Really Truly, 2013) and experimental

formats in galleries and alternative spaces (NGBK, Flutgraben Berlin, Perdu, Arti, Occii and
OT301Amsterdam). In 2015 in collaboration with Veem House for Performance, she developed the
monthly live performing arts podcast, The Sunday Scene, www.mixlr.com/thesundayscene. In 2017
she co-founded Jacuzzi, an artist-run space for choreography with a focus on the intersection of
dance and visual arts. Jacuzzi hosts regular community movement practices and emphasises the
radical potential of embodied thinking, and body-centered approaches to arts practices and
community support. In 2020 the Jacuzzi collective initiated a collaborative year - long lab with 7
visual artists, supported by the Mondriaan Fund, making it the first dance based Artist Run
Initiative in the Netherlands to receive support from this body. Previously Noha has worked as
assistant choreographer for Ann-Liv Young, Tine van Aerschot and inside a women's correctional
facility for a 2-month group performance project (Pat Graney Company, Seattle). She is currently a
research fellow at LAPS research institute for art and public space, and a regular teacher at the
School for New Dance Development and the Gerrit Rietveld Academie, Amsterdam.
Video links
n.b. all passwords: owl
Body (ROLL) - 10 minutes of excerpts, installation work in progress
https://vimeo.com/339011395
Paratactical – 1 minute ‘steadycam’ action trailer
https://vimeo.com/266540853
Los Angeles – trailer
http://www.tanzforumberlin.de/produktion/los-angeles/
Untitled Reaper - full registration, Frascati Theater, Amsterdam
https://vimeo.com/324849890
Paratactical – full registration, Melkweg Theater, Amsterdam
https://vimeo.com/288159938
Paratactical - Grootlab, DAS festival, Amsterdam
https://vimeo.com/220465812
Los Angeles - full registration, Sophiensaele, Berlin
https://vimeo.com/117045853
password: owl
Cassini and Other Minor Gods - publication excerpts
http://noha.emerald-organ.net/?page_id=836

Selected Works 2015-2019 (images, texts)

1. Body (ROLL) 2019

“We get closer, re-orient, open up, change our view, attract change. We almost articulate a
continuously emergent and transforming subjectivity, which finds - we can’t quite hold it in our
hands - and loses itself between us”

Dance and video installation(s) created in conversation/practice with Andreas Hannes, Charlie
Laban Trier, Elisa Zuppini, Tomislav Feller and Dorian de Rijk. Part of ‘Cinesomatics’, a research
project into proprioception and moving image supported by the Amsterdam Fonds Voor de Kunst.

Body (ROLL) is partly a study in the affective expression of specific gimbal movement and
spatiality. The slow rotational pans, tilts and centering glitches of an electronic gimbal are
transferred to the dancer’s body. In turn, the dancers’ sense of spatiality is applied to camera
movement. Sparse continuously moving images of repetitive textures and patterns such as found in
curtains and flooring are utilised to produce dizzying sensations of motion.

2. PARATACTICAL (2017)

a live video performance

by Noha Ramadan
performed with Matthew Day, Tomislav Feller, Setareh Fatehi Irani, Stefan Schneider

PARATACTICAL explores the spatial and fictional possibilities which manifest at the borders of the
virtual. It is a live performance in which human and non-human bodies produce and are
simultaneously subject to their own moving-images.

Five performers work together as a quasi-film crew, whose actions offer various takes on image
construction, negotiation and collective subjectivity. The full surface of one wall displays video
which is captured and projected by a continuously moving camera in real time. This augments the
architecture of the site, producing layered realities and mutations between virtual and actual.

In PARATACTICAL moving-image is proposed as a somatic experience: “I’m fascinated with the
feeling of movement itself, especially in relation to visuality. In this work I’m trying to enhance
this. I want the spectator to connect to a sense of motion that is always, everywhere.”

In a hypnotic opening sequence, a camera orbits the perimeter, encircling the audience and
superimposing the image of the space onto itself. With time, the camera begins to compose a

continuously transforming feed of images that play on the relationships between virtual and
actual, bodies and spaces.

The technical labour such as director’s comments, the movement of the lights, the physical
presence of the cinematographer - usually hidden from the spectator - are foregrounded as
choreographic material and treated as performative fictions. The oblique and sometimes absurd
performativity of the film-crew, competes with the video, whose frame can never capture
everything. The 360° spatiality of the work necessitates that the spectator become complicit in a
game of orientation, framing and manoeuvring. Where are we looking? What else is happening?

3. NO PLAY (2016) – Haptic Technology
Haptic Technology was a two-part work comprised of a workshop and a performance happening,
within the group show NO PLAY (a feminist training camp) at the nGBK, Berlin.
Workshop
The haptic sense - touch and texture - carries a direct transfer of knowledge, bypassing verbal and
cognitive processes. How we touch and are touched by the world, informs how we act and how we
perceive. Therefore, by working very specifically with touch we entrain new ways of perceiving
and acting.
At the beginning of this 2-hour session, we’ll lay down on the floor and seriously relax. Then by
conversing with the principles of weight and bones and pressure, through our skin and hands, we’ll
charge up the body and perceptual apparatus with information that offers us possibilities for
movement that is different to what we might be used to. We’ll use the haptic sense to move and
explore the interrelationship between imaginative and material processes.
Performance

by Noha Ramadan
with Hanna Bergfors and Kornelia Kugler, Alessandra Eramo, Sarah M Harrison, Sara Mikolai, Clara López Menéndez,
Ebba Fransén Waldhör

Continuing the theme of touch, this performance event brings together an interdisciplinary group
of artists who endeavor to perform their practices in an artificial and decidedly compromised
situation of close proximity.

This noisy co-habitation of dancers, a film director, a cinematographer, a curator, a writer, a sound
artist, and a visual artist, is underwritten by a time-coded sequence of appearances, tasks and
responsibilities.

The event is speculative, and determines itself through testing the edges and behavior of different
practices, which are simultaneously self-driven yet dependent on the situation. The artists will
somehow perform what they usually do, bumping up against each other and attempting to
communicate what we/they don’t yet know.

4. LOS ANGELES (2015)
… In days gone by, people used to think that the stars were armies of angels. Now they’ve come
down to the ground. Tomorrow, the world will have only one city and it will be like living in the
center of some huge bright eye. An invisible city that has its center everywhere. (Michel Serres).

by Noha Ramadan
performed with S.M. Snider, live vocal processing and sound design
costume design, Ebba Fransén Waldhör
dramaturgy, Lea Martini
Text by Beau Dent AQnB Berlin
http://www.aqnb.com/2015/02/04/noha-ramadan-tanztage-2015-reviewed/

In Los Angeles, a single figure channels the chaotic and coexistent worlds of information, fantasy,
and mythology. She mutates text into action into movement, crashing elements together and
spinning tales of disrupted utopias.

Through a multitude of gestures and spatial tracking, landscapes are conjured, weapons utilized,
and characters appear and dissolve from a background of chattering noise. The virtual is conducted
through sound, generated by the performer’s voice and manipulated live via headset in a duet with
the sound artist. A fast kinetic state of impulse, reaction, and pantomime, throws the audience
into worlds of cartoons, films and war games.

Over time, the work moves towards a more introspective experience, shifting from the cinematic
to the somatic, until it ruptures entirely and the performer begins speaking directly with the
audience, in a stream of film quotations, riddles, scientific gossip, and pseudo-philosophical
musings.

“I am interested in the collision between here/now and elsewhere - the actuality and energy of
the theatre and audience tonight interfaces with news videos from last night movies from 1994 and
visions of the future - like yours my body is a living database of images which do not stop
transforming and growing once they get inside of me - I say yes to collective fantasies and private
impulses and work to reassemble these inside the tension of the live performance - fictions
proliferate through a process of information management - like you I believe and I make believe no man believes what he does not feel to be true - I should like to unbelieve myself - I sleep at
night and wake in the morning hoping to be gone.”
– Noha Ramadan, Bill Viola, Jeanette Winterson, program text.

5. CASSINI & OTHER MINOR GODS
Texts and drawings, 2017

